**Packaging Products**

- **Static Shielding Bags**
  - Metal-In, Metal-Out

- **81705 Series Bags & Film**
  - Qualified to MIL-PRF-81705E Type III, Class 2

- **Cushion Bags**

- **Moisture Barrier Bags**
  - Foil-High Barrier, Aluminum-Low Barrier

- **Other Packaging Products**
  - Humidity Indicator Cards, Desiccant

**Workstation Products**

- **Wrist Straps**
  - Single or Dual, 5’, 6’, 12’ Fabric, Metal, Disposable

- **Foot Grounders**
  - Standard, Cup, Heels, Disposable

- **Table and Floor Mats**
  - Rubber (soldering), Vinyl Dual or Three Layer all widths, Up to 50’

- **Ionizers**
  - Benchtop, Overhead, Air Gun

**Instrumentation Products**

- **Test Instruments**
  - EM Eye - ESD Event Meter

- **Workstation Monitors**
  - 724, WS Aware

- **Equipment Monitors**
  - Ground Master

**ESD Vacuums**

- **Electronic Service Vacuum**

---

**Static Management Program**

The Next Generation of ESD Process Control

SCS Static Management Program (SMP) continuously monitors your ESD process control system throughout all stages of manufacturing. SMP captures data from SCS workstation, equipment and ESD event continuous monitors and provides a real-time picture of critical manufacturing processes. All activity is stored into a database for on-going quality control purposes. SMP allows you to pinpoint areas of concern and prevent ESD events. Quantifiable data allows you to see trends, become more proactive and prove the efficiency of your ESD process control system.